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state
Cool fact: Only one state in the
U.S. grows coffee beans: Hawaii
— mostly done in Kona.

Top 5 news feed
Power grab
1security
checked: Ukraine’s
service says

Iraq violence:
2
An explosion at a
booby-trapped house

Star report

Hot shot

it detained a 15-man
gang planning to seize
power in a province at
the Russian border.

near Fallujah, clashes
with militants and a
roadside bombing, kill
18 soldiers in Iraq.

Ebola fears: A
3
crowd angry about
an Ebola outbreak that

has killed 86 people
across Guinea attacks
a center where victims
were isolated.

Kidnapping:
4
Armed groups abduct two Italian priests

Vision of future:
5
In his final weeks
in office, Panamanian

and a Canadian nun
working as missionaries in north Cameroon,
near the Nigeria border.

President Ricardo Martinelli is inaugurating
Central America’s first
subway system.

Swift’s all green
from Red Tour

Pop star
Taylor Swift
is a sell-out
in Asia, too.
Ticket sales for the
May 30 show in Shanghai took one minute,
a record for China. No
wonder the 24-yearold singer could afford
another penthouse deal
— this one in Manhattan, for $19.9 million.

Duet in sync, with
split personalities

Janelle
Monae and
M.I.A. gave
concerts
Thursday on opposite
coasts, with holograms
of each other. The
shows needed more
advanced 3-D projection and video mapping
technology than Tupac
Shakur’s hologram
debut in 2012.

Stern not up for a
‘Late Show’ gig

Is Howard
Stern a
possible
replacement
for David Letterman?
The longtime radio personality says, “My plate
is full,” at least for now.
Stern, 60, commented
on his way to auditions
for “America’s Got Talent,” for which he is a
judge.
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New era: Afghan voters line up Saturday underneath a billboard showing images of Afghan President Hamid Karzai, left,
and of deceased Afghan figures Ahmad Shah Massoud, center, and Burhandin Rabani at a polling site in Mazar-i-Sharif.
Afghan voters went to the polls Saturday to choose a successor to President Hamid Karzai, braving Taliban threats.

Trending

Best of the web

Popular topics being talked about online ...
Volcanic takeover: As a volcano erupts in a remote
Pacific Ocean area, a new island swallows its neighbor.
ATM jackpot: A malfunctioning automated bank
machine in Maine dispensed $37,000 in cash to a man
who repeatedly asked for $700 using “cash advance.”
Petrol pest: Mazda Motor Corp. has again issued a
recall for Mazda 6 sedans in North America because of
a spider that likes the smell of gasoline and weaves a
web that blocks an engine vent.

Academy solidified
Air Force legacy
The United
States Air
Force Academy is marking its 60th year. See
the photo gallery of the
service’s school and its
history. DAILYBREEZE.COM

Dog had gift for
therapy, comfort

Putter, a
therapy dog
in Utah,
could predict
the onset of “essential
tremors” in stress.
Catch the amazing Shih
Tzu’s story. SLTRIB.COM

Heroin
use, deaths
on the rise
By The Associated Press

Some states, including Michigan, are reporting a rise in heroin use as many addicts
shift from more costly
and harder-to-get prescription opiates to this
cheaper alternative. A
look at what’s happening in Michigan:
Heroin is a “significant” public health
problem in Michigan,
says Angela Minicuci,
spokeswoman for the
state Department of
Community Health.
According to the department, heroin abuse
can result in fatal overdoses, infections of the
heart lining and valves,
liver and kidney disease and pulmonary
issues related to pneumonia. Those who inject heroin are at high
risk for contracting
HIV and hepatitis C,
Michigan health officials said.
As in other states,
Michigan lawmakers
are weighing legislation to allow friends
and families of addicts
to administer a heroin
antidote in the event of
overdoses.
“It is unrealistic to
think that someone
who is in the midst of
an overdose would be
able to recognize that
fact and administer the
drugs on their own,”
said state Rep. Anthony Forlini, a sponsor of one of the bills.
Forlini is from Macomb County, which,
according to state
health records, had
more heroin overdose
deaths from 2010-2012
than any other county,
including the more
populous Wayne and
Oakland.
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